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string model 

Recent calculations have shown that the unification scale in the string SU (5) X U ( 1 )' X U ( 1 ) 3 × [ SU (4) X SO ( 10 ) ] h~dde, model 
is of the order of 10 ~s GeV. We perform a renormalization group analysis to examine whether it is possible to obtain the experi- 
mentally determined values of the low energy parameters sin20~ and c~ 3, including in our calculation the fractionally charges states 
having non-trivial transformation properties under the hidden SU(4) gauge group. We find that the model - in addition to the 
three generation multiplets and the standard model Higgses - should contain at least three ( 10+ 10)SU(5 ) representations, while 
at least two ( 3,2 ) + ( 3, 2 ) and ( 3, 1 ) + ( 3, 1 ) vector-like SU ( 3 ) X SU ( 2 )standard model representations should survive down to 
an intermediate scale of order 10s-10 ~° GeV. 

Recently it has been shown that  threshold correc- 
t ions [ 1,2 ] due to massive string states play a very 
impor tan t  role in the de te rmina t ion  of  the unifica- 
t ion scale Mu in effective low energy models  der ived 
from superstrings. The scale Mu can be calculated in 
a large class of  string models  since in the lat ter  it is 
possible to know the mat ter  and Higgs spectrum ex- 
actly. Such calculat ions have al ready appeared  for 
various models  der ived from the heterotic string 
[ 3,4 ]. In most of  the realistic constructions, this scale 
turns out  to be larger than the string scale. 

In the MS scheme the string scale is defined by the 
formula  

(2e~ ' -~"~  '/2 Mr,  
Ms,ring = \ - ~  / gs, ring ~ g 

~0 .73  gstring X 1018 G e V ,  ( 1 ) 

where Mpj is the Planck mass and g = 0 . 5 2 2 7 7  is the 
Eu le r -Mascheron i  constant .  A scale of  this order  
however,  at first sight, is in cont radic t ion  with the low 
energy data. Indeed it is well known that  if  for ex- 
ample  one extrapolates  the gauge couplings o f  the 
min imal  supersymmetr ic  s tandard  model  using the 
renormal iza t ion  group equations,  one finds that the 
exper imental ly  de te rmined  values C~cm(Mz)= 1/ 
128.8, C~3(Mz)~0.11 and s in20w(Mz)~0 .233  are 
consistent  with a unif icat ion scale of  the order  

M x ~  1016 GeV [5 ]. On the contrary,  a scale of  order  
Mu (which is most  of  the realistic string construc- 
t ions is found to be of  the order  of  1018 GeV) ,  would 
lead to o~3(Mz)~0.2  and s in20w(Mz)~0.218,  in 
conflict  with the experiment .  Thus, the question 
which natural ly arises is whether  it is possible to f ind 
a viable string model  with the proper  fermion and 
Higgs content  such as to predict  the correct values for 
the low energy parameters  O~em(Mz) , OL3(Mz) and 
sin20w(Mz). 

In this letter, we would like to explore in detail  the 
above question in one of  the most promis ing string 
models  which has been der ived within the free fer- 
mionic  formulat ion of  the four d imens iona l  super- 
string, and is based on the observable SU ( 5 ) X U ( 1 ) 
symmetry  [6].  A first calculat ion of  the low energy 
parameters Olem(Mz) , OL3(Mz) and sin20w(Mz) with 
the correct value for Mu has a l ready appeared  in ref. 
[ 7 ]. It was shown there, that  the low energy values of  
the lat ter  are consistent  with a large scale My, only if  
addi t ional  vector-like quark superfields remain in the 
spectrum of  the theory below the SU (5)  breaking 
scale. In the free fermionic  construct ion,  the spec- 
t rum of  the model  depends  on the choice of  a set of  
basis elements with specific boundary  condi t ions  put  
on the world-sheet fermions.  Thus, in order  to choose 
this set it is crucial to know the exact spectrum which 
is necessary in order  to make consistent  the large uni- 
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fication scale predicted from the string, with the low 
energy values of  the parameters determined by the 
experiment. In fact, a more detailed calculation 
should also include the effects of  the fractionally 
charged states as well as the scale at which the anom- 
alous UA( 1 ) symmetry of  the model breaks down. 

It has been pointed out in previous analyses [6,8 ], 
that the fractionally charged states (FCPs)  which are 
usually present in this kind of  constructions, play a 
very important  role in the evolution of  the gauge cou- 
pling down to the low energies. In this particular 
model, these states possess non-trivial transforma- 
tion properties under the hidden SU (4) gauge group. 
It is expected that some of  them, will earn masses at 
a high scale, however, some of  them will remain un- 
avoidably in the spectrum of  the model below the 
SU (5) breaking scale. It has been argued [9 ] that 
they can form bound states at some intermediate scale 
at which the SU(4 )  hidden gauge interactions be- 
come strong and therefore, in the subsequent, will not 
affect the renormalization group flow. Thus their ef- 
fects should be taken into account down to this scale, 
which has been estimated to be M I ~ 10 ~°- 10 ~ 2 OeV. 
The introduction of  the UA ( 1 ) breaking scale is also 
related to the previous discussion. Indeed, since we 
must preserve the supersymmetry unbroken, we 
should let some of  the singlet fields ~i appearing in 
the model to develop VEVs in order to cancel the 
anomalous D-term. The D-flatness condition 

g2 
Q,A [ (~b, )12+ l ~ x 2  Tr UA = 0 ,  

Tr UA = 182, 

predicts an approximate value for the scale 
MA ~ O ( 10- ~ Mu ) at which some of  the fractionally 
charged states as well as other unwanted states re- 
ceive superheavy masses and decouple from the 
spectrum. 

Let us write down the one loop renormalization 
group equations for the gauge couplings (we restrict 
ourselves to models constructed at k~ = 1, where k~ is 
the level of  the corresponding Kac -Moody  algebra), 
including the aforementioned threshold corrections: 

- + 1-g-~n2 In + Ai. (2) 

In the above formula, M is the renormalization point 

below which the effective field theory running of  the 
coupling constants begins, bi are the one loop beta 
function coefficients,/z is some field theoretical re- 
normalization scale, while 3i are the string threshold 
corrections to the gauge couplings. 

In the flipped SU (5) model, the unification scale 
has been calculated explicitly in terms of  the Planck 
mass MpL and the threshold corrections that sum up 
the effects of  all string massive states weighing 
Ms > gstringMpj/( 8n)1/2.  It is determined in terms of  
the difference between U ( 1 ) and SU (5) threshold 
corrections which are found to be 8A =A~ - A s  ~ 24.13 
[ 3 ], thus in this case one finds that 

M u  = Mstring exp(6A/25bls) ~ 1.3 gstring 1018 G e V ,  

(3) 

where 6b~5 = b~-  b5 = ~,  is the difference between the 
U ( 1 ) and SU ( 5 ) one loop beta function coefficients. 
Thus the only unknown quantity in the above for- 
mula is now the value of  the gauge coupling gstring at 
the unification scale. This scale however, is by two 
orders of  magnitude larger than the scale at which the 
couplings in a typical SU(5)  supersymmetric sce- 
nario meet. In the following we will see that in the 
case of  string SU (5) × U ( 1 ) model, one faces the 
same difficulty. 

We are ready now to discuss the implications of  the 
above result on the various low energy parameters in 
the context of  the model under consideration. To this 
end, let us summarize the various mass scales we are 
going to use in order to write down the renormaliza- 
tion group equations. In our subsequent analysis, we 
assume that the mass scales are Mu, MA, Mx, MI. Mu, 
as we already discussed, is the unification scale at 
which all the gauge couplings of  the complete gauge 
symmetry of  the model, namely SU (5) X U ( 1 ) × 
[SU(4)×SO(10) ] , idaen ,  are equal i.e., gs=gl= 

ga=glo  . MA is the anomalous scale where some of  the 
FCPs and other exotic states may acquire large 
masses. At the SU (5) breaking scale Mx, which is 
expected to be close to the scale MA, we have the fol- 
lowing relation between the U ( 1 )r, U ( 1 ) and SU (5) 
gauge couplings: 

25 1 24 
- - + - -  (4)  

oq~(x) - a~(x) cq(x)" 

Finally, we have pointed out that the scale M~ is ex- 
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pected to be smaller than Mx. The order of  magni- 
tude can be easily calculated if we know the values of  
the beta function coefficient b4 between the various 
mass scales described previously. If  we simply as- 
sume that some of  the SU (4) exotic states (fourplets 
and sextets) receive masses at the scale MA, then the 
scale M~ is found from the formula 

[-2~ { 1 
M, =Mu6./b.MA(1-64/b.) expl_ E O•4 

¸ ' 

(5) 

where b4= - 12+/76+ ~n4 is the SU(4 )  beta function 
for the range MA> ,a> mb while 64 is the correspond- 
ing one for the range Mu>/A>MA (in the case of  the 
revamped version of  the model [ 6 ], b-4 = - 1 ). The 
above formula can be easily generalized in the case 
where some SU (4) representations earn masses from 
non-renormalizable terms at some other intermedi- 
ate scales Mj, Mu>Mj>M~. Now assuming for ex- 
ample an optimistic case where 8 out of  the 12 four- 
plets and 4 out o f  5 sextets get masses at MA, the 
confinement scale is found to be Ml ~  10 ~ GeV, in 
agreement with previous two-loop calculations [8].  
From now on, we adopt this value for the scale MI, 
while one can easily check that a small change will 
not have any significance in our calculations. 

Let us write down the corresponding equations for 
the flipped SU (5) model. In the range Mu > / t >  Mx 
the evolution of  the SU(5 )  and U(1 ) gauge cou- 
plings is given by 

1 1 b ,  Mu bi M~, 
a~(X) - a , ( U )  + 2 7 r l n ~  + ~ ln - - - ,mx  

i = 1 , 5 ,  (6) 

with an obvious notation for the beta function coef- 
ficients which are given by 

b5 15+2n(~+½ns+3n~o+ t ' -- ~/75 , 
bl =2nc;+½ns+]n,o+~n4+~ne¢+~n'5, (7) 

where nG is the number  of  generations, n~o is the 
number  of  ((10), ½ ) representations, n5 are the rep- 
resentations ((5), + 1 ) and n;  are the ((g), _+ 3 ) pen- 
taplets whilst n~ are the ( 1, - ~ ) representations and 
n4 are the SU(4 )  hidden tetraplets. Note that if 
nto = n;  = n~¢, then these states would form complete 
generations, but in the string models due to the GSO 

projection mechanism these numbers are in general 
different. In the subsequent we will assume that 
n ;  < n~o, nc~, and therefore we absorbe the n ;  depen- 
dence of  bi in the number  nG. 

In the range Mx > / t >  Mz, we have the evolution of  
the standard model gauge couplings which are given 
by the general formula 

1 a , (x) l  ( AjZob}J'J+I) m~+l ) _ + 2 ~ l n  , Oll ( / / )  

i=Y,  2, 3 .  (8) 

The sum runs over all the possible intermediate scales 
Mj (Mx=Mo>MI>M2>...>Mx=Mz) at which 
some of  the representations might become massive, 
while b} l,J+~) are the corresponding beta function 
coefficients. The general form of  the one-loop beta 
function coefficients bi ( i=  Y, 2, 3) is given by 

br=2nG+3n2 +l~n3 "1-//'/32 "{-35/74 , 

b2 - 6 + 2 n G  + ~n2 ----- +2/732 , 

b3 = - 9 + 2 n G  + ½n3 +n32,  (9) 

where here n32 is the number  of  Q =  (3, 2, ~ ) super- 
multiplets, n3 is the number  of  D =  (3, 1, ~) color 
triplets and n2 are the usual Higgs doublets. 

Combining the above relations, we can now derive 
the formulae for the low energy parameters, taking 
into account the effects of  the fractionally charged 
states of  the model. We get 

- ~ (6, - L  )Qu,~, + ~ (b, -bs)QA,x + Qx.z, 

(lO) 

sin20~ 

7 o~ 6 1 - 5 5  a b , - b 5  a 
1 27~ QU,A QA,X --~ I- 15a3 5 5 2~Z 

OL 
+ ~ ( 7 n 3 2 - 3 n 3 - 2 n 4 - 2 n ¢ c ) . Q + O . O 0 2 9 .  

(11) 

In the above equations we have denoted Qk,L= 
In (MK/ML) and n R • a = ~ j  nRJQx,j where nRj is the 
number  of  the supermultiplets in the representation 
R remaining in the massless spectrum from Mu down 
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to the scale Mj. We are not assuming any intermedi- 
ate scales above Mx since we do not expect nonren- 
ormalizable or any other contributions above this 
scale. The difference b~-b5 is given from (7) (set- 
ting n~ =0) :  

b~ -b5  = 15 + ~ (/7 4 '3t-F/e c --2n~o) . (12) 

(In the revamped version, in the range (My, MA ) we 
have b-~-65 = ~ . )  Finally the above equations con- 
tain the two loop corrections for central values of the 
parameters sinZOw(Mz) and 0~3 (Mz). Note that one 
could also let additional UC(3, 1, - 2 )  and L(1, 2, 
- ½ ) superfields in the light spectrum, however it can 
be shown that such states in general do not have the 
desired effect on sin20w and or3, thus we are assuming 
that they do not survive below Mx. 

Let us now investigate the above equations and see 
if it is possible to obtain the correct values for sin20w 
and 0~3 parameters at Mz. First, bearing in mind that 
such a high unification scale leads to an unacceptably 
large value for o~3(Mz) (~0.21) ,  we immediately 
observe from eqs. (10) and (12) that the value o f o L  3 

at Mz could be smaller if Mx gets closer to the scale 
MA. In fact if we adopt M x ~ M A  (which seems to be 
a good choice for other phenomenological reasons to 
be analyzed elsewhere), we get the maximum benefit 
for the OL 3 value. The same is true for eq. ( 11 ). In fact 
the big positive difference b~ - b5 will also have a neg- 
ative effect on the value of sin20w (Mz), thus again it 
is desirable to have Mx ~ M A .  With these remarks eqs. 
(10) and ( 11 ) are simplified considerably. We may 
now apply the constraints on the above expressions 
using the precision LEP data for sin20w and c~3 at Mz. 
We get the following constraints on the various mass 
scales and extra representations: 

(7n32 -3n3 -2n4 -2nec) 'Q~ 8.5, 

(n32 +n3 -n4  - n e O ' Q ~ 9 0 .  

(13) 

(14) 

We may combine the above equations and obtain the 
constraint 

(2n32 -n4  -nec )'Q.~ 56 . (15) 

For the sake of simplicity, let us assume that all the 
representations Q(3, 2, -~ ) get masses at the same scale 
MQ while r/ec = 0. Then the constraint ( 15 ) becomes 
2n32 ln(MA/MQ) --nnln(MA/Ml)  ~ 56. If we adopt 

n4=4, MA~5)<1017 GeV and MIl l012  GeV, we 
obtain 

MQ ~ M  A exp( --59///32 ) . (16) 

Thus in order to obtain the correct values for the low 
energy parameters, we must include additional Q(3, 

I 2, g ) representations in the spectrum of the theory. 
As it can been seen from (16) their mass depends 
crucially on their number, while for a reasonable 
number of them, they become massive at a scale much 
lower than the grand unification mass. Obviously, a 
reasonable intermediate scale (M~ ~ 108-101° GeV), 
would require at least two additional light Q + Q pairs, 
instead of one if we simply set ME ~ MA, and ignore 
the exotic hidden representations [ 7 ]. 

It is interesting to return back now to eqs. ( 13 ) and 
(14), and see what other conditions should be met in 
order for the flipped scenario to work. Assuming that 
the only other particles remaining in the light spec- 
trum are the color triplets D, D c, one finds that they 
must receive masses at an average scale 
MD.,~MAexp(--88/n3). Again two of them would 
lead to an unacceptably low scale thus there is the need 
of at least four such representations. 

The above results have the following implications 
in the string spectrum of the model. Since the SU ( 5 ) 
breaking takes place through the VEVs of one pair 
(10+ 10) of Higgs fields, this means that the Q + Q  
piece of these tenplets is eaten by the Higgs mecha- 
nism. Since now we need at least two more such pairs 
to survive the Higgs mechanism and remain down to 
a scale of order 10 lO GeV, the string spectrum of the 
model in addition to the three 1 0 + 3 +  1 complete 
generations should also include at least 3 × ( 10 + 10) 
pairs, as well as those Higgses which are necessary for 
the electroweak breaking. 

A more involved situation arises in the case where 
some of the hidden gauge group representations de- 
velop VEVs. As a matter of fact, a realistic scenario 
would necessarily include this possibility, since in 
most of the cases other mechanisms (like non-renor- 
malizable interactions and VEVs of singlet super- 
fields) are not sufficient either to provide with super- 
heavy masses all the unwanted states or to produce 
the required KM mixing in the quark mass matrix. In 
such a case the hidden symmetry (SU(4) ×SO(10)  
in this particular model), will break to a smaller one 
(i.e. SO(5), SU(3), SO(4) etc. for the case of SU(4) 
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and similarly for SO (10)  ). As a result the confine- 
ment  mechanism may take place at a different scale 
or may not take place at al. Then the conf inement  
scale Mc depends  crucially on the SU (4)  breaking 
scale M4 and obviously on the beta function coeffi- 
cients. Assuming for the sake of  s implici ty the break- 
ing S U ( 4 ) ~ S U ( 3 ) ,  we may obta in  Me, from a for- 
mula  s imilar  to ( 3 ). Indeed i f  for example  we assume 
that  M4,~ 1014 GeV and b4 = - 6 ,  then one finds that  

b 3 = 3 + b 4 = - 3  (note  that  n3=2n6+n4 at M4) and 
Mc,,~ 107 GeV. However,  a small  change in the in- 
volved parameters  will change drast ical ly this scale. 

In conclusion, we have discussed the possibi l i ty  of  

retaining the successful predic t ions  for sin20w and ~3 
parameters  in the f l ipped SU (5)  string model,  using 
the renormal iza t ion  group equat ions and introduc-  
ing the unif icat ion scale calculated taking into ac- 
count the string threshold correct ions in this part ic-  
ular model  [ 7 ]. We have included in our  calculation 

the effects of  the fract ionally charged states and we 
have assumed that  the anomalous  U ( 1 )  breaking 
scale is the same with the SU (5)  breaking scale. We 
have found that  the unif icat ion in this par t icular  
model  can occur in the case where the string spec- 
t rum contains  at least two ( 10 + 10) SU (5)  repre- 
sentations,  in add i t ion  to the one ( 10 + 10) such pair  

needed to break the SU (5)  symmet ry  down to the 
s tandard  model  gauge group. Fur thermore ,  the light 
spectrum should include at least two vector-l ike 
(3,2)  + (3,2) representat ions  until an in te rmedia te  
scale of  the order  10s-10 ~° GeV, which obviously 
arise from the decompos i t ion  of  the two extra ( 10 + 
10) SU (5)  representat ions.  Moreover  there should 

survive at least two (3,1 ) + (3,1 ) representat ions  at 
approximate ly  the same scale. 
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